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Writing the Thesis A Thesis is structured according to the type of thesis. Real options are rare in software
development. However, software development projects are still related with many different high risks.
Depending on the number of classes used for categorizing risk probability and impact, we get a risk exposure
ranking on different levels. A limited time for open discussions in risk management meetings offers the
opportunity to expose paradoxes, conflicts and dilemmas and can promote openness in communication.
Routine and continuous A continuous vigilance characterized by routine risk identification and man- processes
agement activities throughout all phases of the life cycle of the program. In addition to this, a quantitative
optimization model is developed to model and evaluate the economies of process architectures of software
development projects Section 6. These risks cause software engineering projects to exceed bud- gets, miss
deadlines, or deliver less than satisfactory products. Integration into program Risk management being an
integral and vital part of program management. However, the important part is here; what is your main
problem statement and contribution. Students accepted to the program will need to provide or obtain their own
financial support. The development project is here seen as a cooperative work involving customer and supplier
both with specific responsibilities and tasks. Risk analysis and estimation: Qualitative or, where ever possible,
quantitative risk assessment. Time overruns: The total development time until delivery to the client is longer
than scheduled. The risk controlling action urgency depends both on the time of the risk event occurrence and
the time delay in implementing the risk controlling action. One reason for these high costs is that managers are
not using adequate measures and executing efficient risk management assess and mitigate the risks involved in
these projects. A first overview of heuristic but practical software engineering risk management strategies and
their single steps and activities provides Section 3. Typically, status is updated at least monthly, but particular
risks may require a more frequent update, particularly when the program is entering a critical phase. Metric
values and triggers, i. For a quick assessment, each class of elements is drown in the Riskit analysis graph as a
symbol in a special column as shown in the example Fig. Each risk being tracked has an update cycle and
associated schedule for these updates. Without anticipating the contents of that Section, we introduce already
at this point the very generic concept of risk exposure, which can be used as a quantitative measure for the
potential endangering of a system at a certain time. Where are potential problems the most probable? After
passing the threshold, certain pro-active activities should be started in order to either mitigate, reduce and
avoid risks, to transfer risks and their potential negative outcomes, or - in the case of making the decision to
take the risk and the related chance - being prepared for the occurring of the worst possible effects and being
able to resist all potential damages. When totally determined, this set of variables fully describes the system.
However, risk mitigation and transfer strategies are never magic formulas that can allow to increase easily
total profits or to decrease losses of a particular project. The single processes are again composed of grouped
activities that are assigned to a person or team. Section 6 will deal with different risk measurement methods in
detail. The last aspect emphasizes that risk management is not an individual task but requires the involvement
of several project stakeholders, including engi- neers, managers, customers, suppliers, and co-developers. It
follows typically a prioritization of all risks. To establish efficient important risk communication paths,
management can communicate to the entire program that it is vital that risks be identified and communicated
upward for resolution and aggressively support those processes. The taxonomy is organized into three major
classes: 1 Product Engineering, i. MAQRM provides a curriculum that combines training in modern
mathematical finance and actuarial risk management - two areas that have become increasingly intertwined,
creating a demand for graduates that have acquired expertise in both. For this, there must be an open and
retaliation-free environment where project team members feel comfortable in identifying risk.


